BACHELOR OF ARTS ‐‐CBCS
UG ASSIGNMENT QUESTION PAPER
SUB‐‐‐POLITICAL SCIENCE. SEMESTER ‐‐1 PAPER‐V
DSE—2021 FULL MARKS 20
ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
GROUP A ‐ ANYONE

(12X1=12) WORD LIMIT 1000

1. Write the top ten salient of party system in India.
2. How BJP’s one party dominance differs from Congress: it co‐opts local elites and opponents
In two consecutive Lok Sabha elections in 2014 and 2019
GROUP B ‐‐ ANY ONE (8X1=8) WORD LIMITS 600
3 Write the ideologies and policies of BJP as a National political party.
4. The media does not merely report; it is a player of emerging trends in Indian politics and
Elections. Explain the significance of the above line

To,

Date 29th MAY ,2021

The General Secretary
Mal, Jalpaigury
Through the Principal, Caesar school.
SUB: Application reason for not conducting the class.
Respected Sir I have the honour to inform your kind attention that my parents were attacked by covid‐‐
‐ 19. My father was admitted to NEOTIA HOSPITAL. My mother’s treatment was at home. Doctor advised
me to in home quarantine for 14 days .I felt very weak and physically unfit to do any work .Yet I had to
visit to hospital to look after my father who is a blood sugar patient and faced breathing trouble. Doctor
gave me no assurance of life of my father
The circumstance compelled me regarding my inability no conducting the class but I had no intention
to non cooperate with my Institution Yet I verbally informed The Principal Sir the compelling situation
and the matter was communicated to the students
So, I am extremely sorry for the said matter but I am committed to do my duty and responsibility.
I humbly appeal to the Authority for considering my application
Thanking you
Dr. Summit Jha
P.G.T in Hindi
Caesar School .Mal.
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